Advanced Mastery of Self through Neuro Linguistic Programming [MS2 -NLP]
Introduction: Those who have participated and benefited from Sensei International’s Mastery of Self
[MS – NLP] feel the importance of taking the experience to another level. Advanced Mastery of Self
[MS2 – NLP] has been designed with this in mind. While MS-NLP is conducted around twice a year MS2
– NLP is been conducted in Sri Lanka after 15 years. We hope to make this an annual feature from now
given the large number of request we get from NLPers.
What is ‘Advanced Mastery of Self through Neuro-Linguistic Programming [MS2 - NLP]’?
This programme will help those who have already started the journey towards mastering their life after
MS-NLP to consolidate the change, broaden/shift paradigms, make their purpose bigger, deeper and
clearer, tap deeper in to the inner-resources, learn to tap in to the external energy source and take their
relationships to another level by programming their mind, using techniques from advanced NLP, Newcode NLP, Counselling skills, Community building skills, Psycho-Cybernetics, Psychology,
Transactional Analysis, Action Inquiry and other relevant human/social sciences.
Given below is the transition from MS-NLP to MS2-NLP. This will help participants know and prepare
for the transformation they could expect at this life-transforming experience.
After attending and the session and applying the learning’s, participants will be able to;
What you achieved at MS – NLP
Zoom in on life purpose
Create a powerful self-image
Learn to read people
Energise themselves instantly
Master their time
Learn the most powerful change techniques in the word
Learn to harness their conscious and sub-conscious mind
Learn to discern peoples’ real messages & hidden motives
Remove the sting of past failure
Master relationships and fill them with satisfaction
Identify greatest hurdles and learn to surmount them
Remove negative energy and hurtful anger
Increase energy and vitality
Condition selves for success and get real world proof of
the new inner power.

The next level you can get to at MS2 - NLP
Find the roots and make your purpose more
meaningful and value adding to the planet
Learn to re-invent the self-image
Learn to be in total empathy with others and
extract resource to be more purposeful
Be the energy and radiate energy
Move from mastery of time to mastery of space
Be the change and invent change techniques
Move towards collecting consciousness
Inspire others to change hidden motives
Converting failure & fear in to power
Authentic relationships and
Break through paradigm prisons
How to spread positivity: Energy Transfer
Achieve core-transformation of excessive
behaviours through ‘Timeline Imprinting’
Experience unthinkable success – The Fire Walk!
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Who should attend? Advanced Mastery of Self (MS2 – NLP) is only for those who have attended
Mastery of Self (MS-NLP).

Venue
Dates

Timing
General Fee – includes
course materiel, lunch
and refreshments
Early Bird Fees

Bulk Discount
Registration

Colombo – Sri Lanka
Dhaka - Bangladesh
Global Towers Hotel – Colombo 6
Six Seasons Hotel – Gulshan 2
Registered participants will be
Registered participants will be
informed of the upcoming session
informed of the upcoming session
[3-day workshop]
[3-day workshop]
8.30 am to 6.30 pm on all 3 days
Rs. 26,500/Tk. 18,500/-

Rs. 24,000/- for payments onemonth before the session

Tk. 16,500/- for payments onemonth before the session

15% discount for 15 or more participants, 10% discount for 10 or more
participants and 5% discount for 5 or more participants
Call +94 (11) 4873575 or
Call +8801986822700
+94 (77) 7607522 or email
or email
prarthana@sensei-international.com
shafi@sensei-wisdom.com
tanzi@sensei-international.com

About Ranjan De Silva:
Click on https://www.ranjandesilva.com/about-ranjan for Ranjan’s updated details
and click on https://www.ranjandesilva.com/client-stories for testimonials by clients.
RANJAN L G De SILVA, Partner -Senior Management Consultant – Sensei International;
Ranjan is an extremely experienced Team Leadership Specialist & CEO Success Coach, focusing on
helping teams to be more aligned, passionate, emotionally engaged, communicate better, and thereby
deliver spectacular results.
Ranjan has an ideal mix of practical and theoretical grounding which makes his input value adding to the
clients. His practical experience comes from 30 years of corporate experience, from his time as Director
of the food business of John Keells Holdings a leading Asian conglomerate, and subsequently for various
SENSEI clients over the last 15 years. As a CEO Success specialist he lead ‘Agora’ Supermarkets as
Chief Executive Officer’ and ‘Apollo Hospital Dhaka as Director Strategy Execution’ playing the CEO
roles of both these organizations creating winning cultures during his tenure.
Ranjan and his fellow consultants of Sensei International created the path-breaking tool, Human
Performance Index [HPI], which is believed to be a pioneering effort in this area. Ranjan presented this at
the Bangalore HR summit on the 17 of December 2011 and his paper received the 2nd runner up award
out of 22 papers presented.
He has provided consultancy and training for people at all levels of organisations in Vietnam, United
Kingdom, United Arab Emirates, Thailand, Sri Lanka, Singapore, Saudi Arabia, Russia, Qatar, Pakistan,
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Oman, Maldives, Malaysia, India, Indonesia, Kuwait, Egypt, Canada, Bangladesh and Bahrain. His
multinational clients in these various countries include Apollo Hospital, British American Tobacco, DHL,
Glaxo Smithkline [GSK], Maersk, Nestle, Nokia Siemens Networks, Novartis, HSBC, Holcim, Ranbaxy,
Reckitt Benckiser, Singer, Siemens, Sri Lankan Airlines, Svitzer Wijsmuller, Unilever and various local
companies in these markets.
His theoretical grounding is derived from the Postgraduate Diploma in Marketing from the Chartered
Institute of Marketing [CIM] UK, where he received the gold medal for the best results in the world at the
final examination. His MBA is from the Postgraduate Institute of Management, University of Sri
Jayawardenepura. He is an accredited trainer in delivering the personal transformation programme,
‘Mastery of Self through Neuro Linguistic Programming’ and its derivatives.
Ranjan is a Fellow of CIM and a Past Chairman of CIM, Sri Lanka Branch. These roles and his current
role at SENSEI have enabled him to network with corporate leaders of top companies. He has also
networked with management gurus of the caliber of Tom Peters, Edward De Bono, Jack Trout, Ron
Kaufman and Robert Holden, all of whom have spoken at various events organised by Sensei. His
mentor, friend and partner, Omar Khan has been a tremendous influence in his development as a worldclass Team Leadership specialist & CEO Success Coach.
He is also a part of the panel of great speakers and trainers promoted by Big Speak USA the premier
speakers bureau in the world and Right Selection the premier event Management Company in the Gulf.
He has shared the stage with Bob Urichuck and co-delivered with him the mega learning experience
‘Sales Power’ 3 times in Sri Lanka and Bangladesh. He is the author of the highly acclaimed book, ‘Mind
Programming for Sales Success’ and it’s new, further enriched edition of the book titled ‘A Better Way to
Sell – Sales Mastery through Self Mastery’ was published by Pearson.
Testimonials from Past participants
https://www.ranjandesilva.com/client-stories
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